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In the 1950s, the tremendous transformations had taken place in social, economic, 
political and cultural fields in the United States, which brought about an earthquake in 
literary circle. During this period, the budding postmodernist writers exercised their 
postmodernist techniques and then came to their heyday. Their bold experimentation 
in narrative modes, structures, languages and so on greatly changed readers’ 
stereotyped opinions towards fictions and subverted their horizon of expectations. 
Among these postmodernist writers, Donald Barthelme was an outstanding 
representative, whose novel Snow White aroused great attention among readers and 
critics. 
Snow White is a classic parody of Grimm’s fairy tale under the postmodernist 
context, in which Barthelme brings such postmodernist creative techniques as 
fragments, indeterminacy, parodies and so on into play to the utmost, thus reproducing 
American social life in the 1960s. Underneath the seemingly chaotic surface hides his 
severe irony towards and profound reflection on contemporary American society. It 
can be said that Snow White, with its pioneering artistic thinking as well as innovative 
artistic style, enlightens readers to a full extent. 
As the most-known novel by Barthelme, Snow White has been gaining an 
increasing number of study interests. Scholars at home and abroad have headed their 
spears towards its bold experimentation in languages, keen focus on literary forms 
plus deliberate subversion of literary classics. In this thesis, analysis will be conducted 
upon this novel from a relatively new perspective---carnivalization theory by Mikhail 
Bakhtin. In practice, there exists much resemblance between Barthelme and Bakhtin 
in creative thought. For instance, Bakhtin regards crowning and decrowning as the 
most significant ritual in carnivals, driving all sublimity downward from the sacred 
altar, while Barthelme deprives all characters of their virtues Grimm fairy tale has 





























concerned, is a kind of decrowning. In addition, carnivals are filled with curses, oaths 
and billingsgate according to Bakhtin and the so-called language of the marketplace is 
laced with exaggeration and irony, while Barthelme is a practitioner of languages, and 
his Snow White renders language a genuine protagonist, full of satire and playfulness， 
which is in accordance with the features of language of marketplace. Lastly, Bakhtin 
attaches importance to carnival square where grotesques of every conceivable kind are 
allowable, giving readers a brand-new feeling, while Barthelme’s meticulous 
application of grotesque style and collage technique provides a disparate reading 
experience for readers. It is these similarities between the two giants that make the 
analysis on Snow White from carnivalization perspective possible and meaningful, 
which is also the innovation of this thesis. 
Altogether, the thesis is divided into three parts. The introduction part firstly 
gives economic and cultural settings for postmodernism and points out the 
irreversibility of this trend, and then an introductory account of Barthelme and his 
masterpiece Snow White is given. Plus, literary reviews and research significance of 
the thesis are also mentioned. 
The main body of this thesis consists of four chapters. In Chapter One, Bakhtin’s 
carnivalization theory is demonstrated, including the evolutions of carnivals and its 
major principles. Chapter Two to Chapter Four aim to convey the carnivalistic spirit 
embodied in Snow White with a combination of theoretical framework and concrete 
textual analysis. The delicate decrowning of fairy tale elements and characters in 
Snow White by Barthelme presents readers with his carnivalistic creative thinking 
mode, characterized by anti-fairytale, anti-sublimity and anti-ideal, which is within 
the confines of Chapter Two. Chapter Three depicts carnivalization of linguistic 
rhetoric by Barthelme. By means of irony and language trashes, Barthelme exhibits 
his consummate mastery of languages. Irony is not a rarity in Barthelme’s creation, 
which exhibits such features as multiplicity, randomness and absurdity in Snow White. 
The effect of language trash is achieved by Barthelme’s nomination of language as the 
first protagonist of the novel, language experiment and language function being two 





























by Barthelme’s widespread use of grotesque style and collage technique.  
The last part is the conclusion part, reiterating that Snow White is a 
deconstruction of Grimm’s fairy tale as well as a typical representative of 
postmodernist novels. Underneath the chaotic surface of Snow White hides 
Barthelme’s humanistic care to people in postmodern world who lead a monotonous 
life with little spiritual wealth. Barthelme’s unconventional depiction of postmodern 
life intends to bring this “double body” into light: only when the sadness and spiritual 
vacuum are killed can a new future be made possible. 
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